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What everybody ought to know about making consistent profits trading forex.Would you like to know

how much money can you make with The Easy Trading Strategy? You can do exactly that if you

know how much pips on average you would make weekly. What if I told you on average I make

100-to-150 pips weekly? What if I told you I trade 0.9 lots, which is $9/pip, overall per week? This

means that $9/pip pays me $900-$1350 on average weekly. Even if I had 2 weeks flat with no

trades, I still walk away with a fair pay at the end of the month.Can you notice that, it all depends on

how much you have on your live account and how many lots it allows you to trade every week for

you to figure out how much you can make per week or month? I take a maximum risk of 1% per

trade, with a $2700+ account balance, I take about 2 to 4 trades per week, and the results are as

calculated above.Is your live account too small? You really shouldn`t worry about that because

there`s a pool of opportunities in the forex market, it doesn`t take too much effort and time, for

example: it took me only 2 weeks with only 1 hour a day to write and complete these eBook, and it

serves as another stream of income for me, I use this income to both expand and grow my live

account and to spoil myself. So what can be the possible additional opportunities for you to create a

source of extra income?You can start a signal service, who else wouldn`t be happy for a weekly

100+ pips above average results?You can trade other peopleâ€™s money and cash in a certain

percentage of profits you make.You can amend my easy trading strategy by changing indicators

(e.g. using original stochastic oscillator instead of a Price Action Monitor) or just change its colors

and sell it. (But make sure people don`t notice your strategy is closely similar to mine because

they`ll start casting doubts).NOTE: I have not always been this consistent and successful. Let me

explain, I usually would wake up at 6a.m daily, start my trading day before I could even bath, search

for the trades of the day, most times using more than 1 strategies at the same time, if I took 2-3

losing trades with 1 strategy, I would change it to see if had I used the 2nd strategy would I have still

lost, and if not, I would continue with that 2nd strategy and if I still took 2-3 loses with this strategy, I

would feel I needed to google the perfect strategy which wonâ€™t lose. I used to calculate if I had

such a strategy which gave me only $5 dollars a day then I would be a millionaire within 2 years, I

didn`t know that jumping back and forth between strategies would happen over and over,

sometimes I would use 2-3 strategies interchangeably solely because I â€œfeltâ€• they were all

powerful because of the way they looked. So, I SIMPLY LACKED CONSISTENCYâ€•.â€œTHIS IS

AN 87-PAGES eBook with 10 chapters, 36-illustrations and is divided into two sections-it

consolidates a $997 Forex Trading Course into a $9.99 short and simple manual covering both

technical analysis, price action with indicators and trading psychology. It covers all the â€œhow toâ€•



of technical analysis tools and principles which continue to make professional traders who they are.

IT WILL GIVE YOU CONSISTENCY IN JUST 1 MONTHâ€•.
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This book is a level two book about forex trading where level one being what is a pip and what are

candle sticks etc.In this book the author explains his trading strategy in detail and asks us to

download some custom indicators that he uses in the strategy.The book is primarily divided into

three parts.First part does a good job of explaining about identifying trends, S/R levels etc.The

second part explains his strategy where I think this book comes short. The author suddenly

introduces some custom indicators he uses and they have no explanation what so ever. Just take a

trade when there is a green dot. stuff.The third part covers the fundamentals of the trading

psychology. The author does this part well.I cannot verify his strategy because the .rar file

downloaded needs a password and the password provided in the book does not work. So as of now

I cannot comment anything about whether the strategy works or not.

Like this book especial on the trading psychogy side it thought me some of respect in trading
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